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ABSTRACT
In network embedding, random walks play a fundamental role
in preserving network structures. However, random walk based
embedding methods have two limitations. First, random walk meth-
ods are fragile when the sampling frequency or the number of
node sequences changes. Second, in disequilibrium networks such
as highly biases networks, random walk methods often perform
poorly due to the lack of global network information. In order to
solve the limitations, we propose in this paper a network diffusion
based embedding method. To solve the first limitation, our method
employs a diffusion driven process to capture both depth informa-
tion and breadth information. The time dimension is also attached
to node sequences that can strengthen information preserving. To
solve the second limitation, our method uses the network inference
technique based on cascades to capture the global network infor-
mation. To verify the performance, we conduct experiments on
node classification tasks using the learned representations. Results
show that compared with random walk based methods, diffusion
based models are more robust when samplings under each node is
rare. We also conduct experiments on a highly imbalanced network.
Results shows that the proposed model are more robust under the
biased network structure.
KEYWORDS
Network Embedding, Cascades, Diffusion, Network Inference, Di-
mension Reduction.
1 INTRODUCTION
Network representation learning[7, 39] has been widely used in
large network analysis. The basic idea is to map graph nodes in the
original feature space into a low-dimensional space while maintain-
ing the network proximities and structure information[27, 36]. To
date, network embedding has shown its advantage in improving the
performance of network classification[21], anomaly detection[3]
and community detection[29].
Early network embedding methods treat the learning problem as
a dimension reduction problem and analyze the adjacent matrices
and their variations. However, these methods fall into the cate-
gory of deterministic models that can only handle static network
connections.
Recently, graph sampling[8, 37] has been widely used for em-
bedding, where random walks are introduced to preserve net-
work structures. Random walks closely related to the spectrum
of networks[20]. First, random walks are used to sample graphs,
e.g., node2vec [12] makes a tradeoff between breadth-first sampling
(BFS) and depth-first sampling (DFS). Second, node sequences pro-
duced by the sampling process are fit into the skip-gram[22] model
that can encode the sampling results into a low-dimensional latent
space.
However, the above random walk methods have two limitations.
First, DFS and BFS are often not informative enough to capture
the network structures. In random walks, the success of preserving
network structure information highly depends on the repeated sam-
pling imposed on each node. Therefore, these methods are fragile
when the sampling frequency or the number of node sequences
changes. Moreover, encoding local structure node sequences to low-
dimensional representations by skip-gram[22] is an end-to-end pro-
cess. In disequilibrium networks such as highly biases networks[10],
the methods often perform poorly due to the lack of global network
information.
To solve the above two shortcomings, we propose in this paper
a diffusion based embedding model. Diffusion models can dynam-
ically detect network structures and have been successfully used
in dynamic network analysis[11, 23, 28]. Specifically, the diffusion
embedding method can be taken as a two-step framework which
consists of a detecting step and a mapping step.
In the detecting step, our method simulates the information diffu-
sion process and generates a collection of node sequences. Unlike
random walk based methods, our method remember all the visited
nodes when running the algorithm. Such a modification transforms
single-trace random walks into multiple-trace random walks. With-
out turning the parameters between BFS and DFS, the diffusion
provides an intuitive way to detect both structures. Since more
nodes are involved in the process of one sampling, our method
is able to capture more local information than traditional random
walk methods given the same walk length and sampling frequency.
Another improvement over random walk is that we add an addi-
tional time dimension over the sequences. We argue that, besides
BFS and DFS, an additional time dimension can make the descrip-
tion of local structures more comprehensive. We then formulate
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the diffusion cascades [17] with time information under pure node
sequences.
In themapping step, based on the diffusion cascades, we infer the
network by network inference technique[28] and obtain a weight
matrix which describes the network connections. Instead of directly
encoding the sampling sequences, network inference is launched
over the whole network. The weight matrix is consequently able to
capture the global structure information. Diffusion embedding is
then more robust to the unbalance structures of network. At the
last step, we apply a simple SVD factorization as the dimension re-
duction method to the weight matrix to obtain the low-dimensional
representation.
We conduct extensive experiments in the node classification task
to evaluate the proposed method. Comparing with baseline meth-
ods, our method achieves better performance, which indicates that
the learned representations can better reveal the network structure.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a novel network embedding method based on
information diffusion in networks. Unlike randomwalk based meth-
ods, our method remember all the visited nodes. Such amodification
transforms single-trace random walks into multiple-trace random
walks.
(2) We propose a new strategy to capture the structural infor-
mation. Given the same walk length and sampling frequency, our
method is able to capture more local information than traditional
random walk methods.
(3) We conduct extensive experiments on real datasets for node
classification. The results shows that our method outperforms base-
lines.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Network Embedding Methods
Network embedding is a subtopic of representation learning in net-
works. Early methods such as Laplacian Eigenmaps(LE)[4], Local
Linear Embedding(LLE)[30] and IsoMAP[34] are served as dimen-
sion reduction techniques which are not originally designed for
networks. In these methods, graphs are constructed off-line by com-
puting the distances of node attributes. The representations are
obtained by solving the eigenvectors of adjacent matrices or their
variations.
Generally, embedding real world networks demands models to
preserve actual graph proximity in learned features. Except for
dimension reduction[39], another intuitive solution is utilizing ma-
trix factorization [2, 5] to get the low-dimensional representations.
Similar to previous described dimension reduction methods, the
graph proximities are revealed directly by adjacent matrices and
their variations. One basic assumption in this category of meth-
ods is that the connection between any two vertices is denoted as
dot product of their low-dimensional embeddings[13]. In a com-
mon sense, matrix based methods are making trade-off decisions
among different orders of structural information. Since they mainly
depends on visible and deterministic connections of vertices, the
latent structures in real networks can not be properly exploited.
Recently, graph sampling based methods have achieved signif-
icant success in network embedding. Instead of measuring the
proximity of graph by deterministic edges, sampling methods cap-
ture the vertex proximity by stochastic measure[13]. Vertices that
appeared in a same vertex sequence are supposed to have similar
representations. DeepWalk[26] and node2vec [12] adopt different
sampling strategies to sample local based sequences. Those local
vertex sequences are directly decoded into latent representation
space and hence fail to capture the global information. Another
work, LINE[33], is a large-scale information embedding method
which designs a loss function that captures both 1-step and 2-step
proximity information. LINE is also treated as a stochastic embed-
ding model since it optimizes a probabilistic loss function. However,
LINE still suffers from losing the presentation of global information.
Our proposed method in this paper has overcome several disad-
vantages of above models. We adopt stochastic sampling to keep
local structures of networks comparing with conventional matrix
based models. Unlike random walk driven models, the sequences
produced by diffusion sampling is much informative both in the
node and time perspective. The proposed model also provides a
global picture of the network.
2.2 RandomWalk and Diffusion
In this part, we briefly introduce the basic ideas of randomwalk and
diffusion process. Random walk and diffusion are originally studied
in physics that describe the molecule movements. The general
randomwalk refers to a discrete stochastic process[14]. For example,
a simplest random walk is defined over an integer sequence line
with a probability of 1/2 going right with △x = 1 and a probability
of 1/2 going left with △x = −1. Denote the site that the walker is
at in time step t as Xt , then
Xt = Xt−1 + △x (1)
However, the diffusion is defined with continuous space and con-
tinuous time by a stochastic differential equation in the following
form[14]:
dXt = µ(Xt )dt + δ (Xt )dWt (2)
whereW describes the Brownian motion which is highly related to
random walk models, δ is the diffusion coefficient and µ is the drift
term.
It is obvious that diffusion possesses randomness of randomwalk
and are subject to more sophisticated stochastic rules[14]. In the net-
work research, the random walk is a basic block of diffusion process
such as epidemic spreading[24] and opinions propagatation[38].
3 THE MODEL
3.1 The Diffusion Process
It has been practically proved that random walk is a powerful
tool to traversal the network structure with a collection of node
sequences[26]. However, the diffusion over network generates more
informative traces that not only consist node sequences but also
information fragments along with the nodes. In this subsection, we
illustrate how the diffusion process can be utilized as an efficient
tool to detect the network structure.
Firstly, we briefly explain how the diffusion happens under a
network. Exactly as the molecular diffusion in fluid where particles
move from high concentration area to low concentration area, the
network can be regarded as a system that changes from an unstable
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state to a stable state throughout the diffusion process[1]. Initially,
the network is an unbalanced system where only a few nodes are
active. Since there are information gaps between different nodes, the
diffusion happens when information is delivered from active nodes
to inactive ones. The system will be stable when the information is
evenly distributed.
For convenience, we define the graph under a network as follows:
Definition 1. (Graph) Given N vertices, a graph can be defined
as a tuple G(V ,E) where V is the vertex set denoted as {v1, · · · ,vn }
and E is the edges set denoted as {vi, j }ni, j=1.
Unlike single-trace random walks, the node sampling process
of diffusion under G(V ,E) generates a series of node sets that de-
scribing the evolution of the participated nodes. Concretely, let us
choose a random vertex vi (vi ∈ V ) as the seed to start a diffusion
process. Supposing the maximal walking step is K . Given an arbi-
trary step k , Skvi denotes a subset of V which includes all vertices
that are active in the current step. In step k+1, all vertices in Skvi are
served as seeds to launch node samplings. We use Dk+1vi to denote
the vertex set that generated from Skvi . Each vertex in D
k+1
vi is ran-
domly selected from the neighbors of a corresponding vertex in Skvi .
Then Skvi can update to S
k+1
vi by adding new infected nodes in step k .
Therefore, for each vertexvi , we obtainDvi := (D0vi ,D1vi , · · · ,DKvi )
and Svi := (S0vi , S1vi , · · · , SKvi ), where K is the length of walking
steps.
We compare tradition random walks and our diffusion process
in a directed graph with four nodes in Figure 1. The walking step
K is set to be four for the convenience of illustration. In Figure 1(a),
we firstly launch a random walk start at node v1. In each walking
step, the walker moves to its neighbors with uniform probabilities.
The red circle indicates the current node that the walker is at. After
a four-step walk, it generates a node sequence (v1,v2,v3,v2)which
reflects the local network structure. In Figure 1(b), we simulate
a diffusion process under a directed graph also starts at node v1.
The difference between the two kinds of random samplings is that
the diffusion process is memorable since an active node will stay
active after it has been visited. The diffusion process generates
a sequences of node sets((v1), (v1,v2), (v1,v2,v3), (v1,v2,v3)). As
illustrated in Figure 1, if we record a node sequence within K = 5
steps, the node v4 in a random walk sequence will not be visited
since the walker has passed through all neighbors of v4. However,
since the diffusion walk stores all nodes that have been visited
previously, v1,v2,v3 will stay active at the same time, the diffusion
walker is possible to visit v4 when k = 5.
Obviously, each time whenwe start a sampling during a diffusion
process, different from random walk in which only one node is
working as seed, an already active node can sample multiple times
in order to detect more structural information. The walker is then
improved from a single-sampling trace to a multiple-sampling trace
where there are more possibilities to discover local structures of
networks.
3.2 The Formulation of Cascades
The simulation of diffusion under a network is step discrete and
time continuous. The discrete aspect of diffusion, as illustrated in
the previous subsection, derives the ability from random walk to
perceive local structures of networks. In contrast, the continuous
aspect of diffusion provides us more information about the latent
global structure of the network.
Generally, the transmission of knowledge or disease is not in-
stantly happened in the diffusion process[15]. Actually, another
important feature in a diffusion process that also contributes to dis-
cover the structural information is the timinд that a vertex receives
the information. For example, in the epidemiology scenario[24], it
indicates the timinд when vertices get infected by a disease. We
utilize the information cascades[17] to record the infected time of
nodes in the process of diffusion.
Models based on cascades have been applied in many circum-
stances such as recommendation systems[16, 18]. For many works
that aim to discover network structures, cascades record the flows
of information in networks[28]. Considering a graph with N ver-
tices. If we fix an observation window [0,T c ] in advance, a cascade
is defined as a N -dimensional vector tc := (tc1 , · · · , tcN ) where each
element of the vector records the first infection time of the corre-
sponding node. In otherwords, for anyk ∈ [1,N ], tck ∈ [0,T c ]∪{∞}.
Here∞ implies that the node is not observed to be infected within
the observation window. Each nodes in one cascade has been at-
tached with a timestamp. Then a collection of |C | cascades can be
represented as {t1, · · · , t |C |}. Note that each time a cascade is gen-
erated, the timing will be reset to 0. For simplicity, the observation
windows are set to be equal-timing: T c = T , f or c ∈ [1, |C |].
Recall that we have obtained a collection of node sets Svi for
vertex vi that is generated by node sampling process. In order to
formulate cascades by previous node sets, we introduce the time
interval sampling strategy. The transmission time between two
nodes can be depicted by proper transmission time models[23]. The
most common models in present are power law model in which
the time interval t subjects to d(t) = (α − 1)t (−α ) and exponential
model in which the time interval t subjects to d(t) = αe−α t . The
time interval samplings are launched along with the node sam-
plings. In detail, for each node that is active in the current step, we
sample a neighbor of the current node as its next stop and then
sample a time interval t from time models as the transmission time
of diffusion. The timestamp of vi is set to be 0 at the beginning.
As the walking proceed, newly infected nodes from Skvi to S
k+1
vi
will be assigned with timestamps based on the time intervals and
their source of infections. Notice that an already active node cannot
be infected even the walker can revisit it. Consequently, we only
record the time of its first infection. After a K step walking process,
SKvi records all nodes that are involved in a diffusion process with
timestamps . Then, we can select nodes in SKvi that within observa-
tion window T c to formulate a cascade tvi := (tvi1 , · · · , tviN ). The
cascades collection {t1, · · · , t |C |} are then obtained by conducting
samplings in different nodes.
Also recall that the update of Svi is the evolution of the network.
The joining of new nodes and edges at each step implies changeable
dynamic process of networks. After incorporating an additional
dimension of information into node sequences, the cascades derive
temporal features, which is valuable for detecting the underlying
structural information. Consider a cascade tc , the timestamps depict
orders of nodes implicitly by their values. In this way, the timesamps
give us global positions of involved nodes during a diffusion process.
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(b) Generate a diffusion sequence
Figure 1: A simple example of random walk and diffusion process in a directed graph.
Consequently, a certain amount of cascades can be used together
to inference the global structures of a network.
3.3 Network Inference
After obtaining |C | cascades, we want to transform them into a
more accurate network representation that contains both global
and local structural information. This aim can be fulfilled by solving
a specific optimization problem based on the network inference
method[28].
We start with the definition of the pairwise transformation like-
lihood of any two nodes. For an arbitrary node vj , the probability
that it is infected by an active node vi is defined as a likelihood
function in the format f (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ). The αvi ,vj is the transfor-
mation rate between two nodes and tvi , tvj (tvi < tvj ) are the time
of infection of node vi and node vj respectively. Take the expo-
nential model for example, the parametric form of the conditional
likelihood can be written as:{
αvi ,vj · e−αvi ,vj (tvj −tvi ) i f tvi < tvj
0 otherwise
(3)
Furthermore, the cumulative density function F (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ) is
computed from f (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ). Then the probability that node
vj is not infected by an already infected node vi is defined as
S(tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ) = 1 − F (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ).
Hence, the likelihood of one given cascade is given by:
f (t;A) =
∏
tvj ≤T
S(T |tvj ;αvj ,m )×∏
k :tk<tvj
S(T |tvj ;αk,vj )
∑
i :tvi <tvj
H (tvj |tvi ;αvi ,vj )
(4)
where theH (tvj |tvi ;αvi ,vj ) =
f (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj )
S (tvj |tvi ,αvi ,vj ) is the instantaneous
transmission rate from node i to node j.
For a set of |C | independent cascades, we define the joint likeli-
hood as: ∏
tc ∈C
f (tc ;A) (5)
In all, by estimating the transmission rate αvi ,vj , the network
inference problem is formulated with a loss function:
min
A
−
∑
c ∈C
log f (tc ;A)
s .t . αvi ,vj ≥ 0,vi ,vj = 1, · · · ,N ,vi , j
(6)
Denote the optimal solution of (6) as A. It provides an accurate
weight which reflects the degree of connection strongness between
each pair of nodes. Since the inference is launched under the whole
network, the resulting weight matrix A is able to capturing the
global information of the network.
3.4 Dimension Reduction
In order to examine whether the diffusion process with a network
inference is effective enough to preserve structural information of
the network, we use a simple matrix factorization method, singular
value deposition(SVD), to get the ultimate low-dimensional rep-
resentations of the vertices. SVD has been successfully used as a
dimensional reduction tool in [19]. It is also feasible to employ deep
models as suggested in [6, 35, 36] to learn the embeddings.
Recall that we have inferenced a weight matrix A that combines
both local and global information about the network. SVD factorizes
the normalized matrix as:
A = U Σ(V )T (7)
where Σ is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are singu-
lar values of A, U and V are two orthogonal matrices, which are
composed of the left and right singular vectors respectively.
Given the dimension of embedding vectors d , Σd is an approxi-
mation of Σwhich only considers top-d singular values of Σ. Follow
the method in [19] and [5], let Ad with rank d to be the approxi-
mation of A, the approximation factorization of A can be written
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as:
A ≈ Ad = UdΣd (Vd )T = YW (8)
where Y = Ud (Σd )
1
2 andW = (Σd )
1
2VTd . Then Y can be used as the
final representation of the network.
The whole algorithm for completeness is listed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Diffusion Based Network Embedding
Input: graph G(V ,E)
diffusion steps K
representation size d
time window size T c
number of samplings under each vertex τ
Output: N cascades {t1, · · · , t |C |}
weight matrix A
network representations in a matrix form Y
1: for i = 1 to τ do
2: Ω = Shu f f le(V )
3: for vi ∈ Ω do
4: Run node sampling process(G,vi ,K ,τ ,T c ) to obtain
Dvi , Svi
5: Run time sampling process(Dvi , Svi ) to obtainStvi
6: Formulate a cascade tvi within the time window T c
7: end for
8: end for
9: Solve Network inference optimization problem in (6) to obtain
the transmission matrix A
10: Compute SVD optimization of A in (8) to obtain the final rep-
resentations Y
4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments on different real network
datasets in node classification tasks to testify the effectiveness of
the proposed method.
4.1 Datasets
1. Wiki Network. [40] Wiki network is a collection of 2,405 web-
sites from 17 categories. There are 17,981 links between them.
The edge between every two pages indicate a hyperlink.
2. Citeseer Network[21, 31]. Citeseer1 is a popular scientific dig-
ital library and academic search engine. Citeseer network is a
document based citation network that consists of 3312 scientific
papers. All of those publications can be classified into 6 different
groups: Agents, Artificial Intelligence, Database, Human Interac-
tion, Machine Learning and Information Retrieval. This network
consists of 4732 links that describe the citation relations between
different papers. The papers in the dataset are selected so that
each paper will cite or be cited by at least one paper.
3. Cora Network [21, 31]. The Cora network is a citation network
that consists of 2708machine learning publications classified into
one of 7 classes. This network consists of 5429 links indicating
the citation relations between papers.
1http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/index
Table 1: Statics of datasets
Dataset |V | |E | |Label |
WIKI 2405 17981 17
CORA 2708 5429 7
CITESEER 3312 4732 6
DBLP 2760 3818 4
4. DBLP Network[32]. The DBLP dataset is a co-authorship net-
work that concentrates on computer science publications. The
original DBLP dataset in [41] is used for community evaluation.
Following the experiment settings in [32], we construct a four-
area dataset which contains Machine Learning, Data Mining,
Information Retrieval and Database. For each area, five represen-
tative conferences are selected. Authors that published papers
in those conferences are selected and constructed as the author
network.
It is noticeable that cora network originally used in [21] includes
both attribute information and connection information. In this
paper, we remove the attribute information and only consider the
0-1 link information. The statics of the datasets are summarized in
Table 1.
4.2 Baseline Methods
To evaluate the performance of our method, several state-of-the-art
network embedding methods are utilized as baselines.
1. DeepWalk[26]. DeepWalk is a random walk based method that
aims to learn low dimensional representations for networks.
Random walk is served as network structure detector to obtain
a collection of node sequences. The skip-gram is then adopted
to obtain the final vector-wise representations.
2. GraRep[5]. GrapRep is a matrix factorization based graph rep-
resentation method which utilizes k-step information matrix of
the graph. For each single step information, GraRep learns a low
dimensional embedding by imposing SVD on matrix that indi-
cates the given step information. The final representations with
global information is concatenated from all k steps embeddings.
3. LINE[33]. LINE is designed for large scale information networks
which attempts to preserve first-order structure information and
second-order structure information by an explicit loss function.
The final representation is concatenated from the first-order
information and second-order information.
4. Spectral Clustering[25].Spectral clustering operates on the
Laplacian matrix of graph G and can be utilized as an dimen-
sional reduction method. The d dimensional representations are
generated from the top d eigenvectors of normalized Laplacian
matrix.
4.3 Node Classification
We evaluate the proposed method under the task of node classifica-
tion with Wiki network, Cora network and Citeseer network. The
corresponding results are reported in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4
respectively. Best performances are marked in bold. Following the
experiment procedure used in many network embedding literatures,
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Table 2: Results on Wiki
Measure Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Micro-F1
Diffusion 0.5501 0.6080 0.6186 0.6285 0.6417 0.6578 0.6590 0.6715 0.6763
DeepWalk 0.4997 0.5456 0.5801 0.6036 0.6234 0.6379 0.6445 0.6448 0.6453
GraRep 0.5206 0.5972 0.6087 0.6138 0.6261 0.6292 0.6395 0.6501 0.6543
LINE 0.5782 0.5902 0.6026 0.6089 0.6119 0.6243 0.6321 0.6376 0.6490
SpetralClustering 0.5452 0.6020 0.6052 0.6281 0.6396 0.6444 0.6515 0.6550 0.6515
Macro-F1
Diffusion 0.3806 0.4183 0.4542 0.4794 0.4954 0.5082 0.5158 0.5227 0.5491
DeepWalk 0.3815 0.4231 0.4515 0.4760 0.4865 0.5060 0.5128 0.5198 0.5454
GraRep 0.4016 0.4356 0.4526 0.4654 0.4605 0.4782 0.4884 0.4933 0.5042
LINE 0.3838 0.4042 0.4228 0.4302 0.4358 0.4434 0.4530 0.4636 0.4873
SpetralClustering 0.3631 0.4320 0.4611 0.4789 0.4931 0.5047 0.5090 0.5160 0.5230
Table 3: Results on Citeseer
Measure Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Micro-F1
Diffusion 0.5042 0.5392 0.5640 0.5709 0.5899 0.5954 0.6076 0.6214 0.6355
DeepWalk 0.4880 0.5350 0.5470 0.5587 0.5660 0.5702 0.5708 0.5741 0.5756
GraRep 0.4116 0.4768 0.5257 0.5558 0.5762 0.5904 0.6038 0.6120 0.6231
LINE 0.5002 0.5116 0.5231 0.5495 0.5780 0.5879 0.5917 0.5923 0.5996
SpetralClustering 0.4079 0.4865 0.5282 0.5571 0.5798 0.5914 0.6143 0.6195 0.6238
Macro-F1
Diffusion 0.4439 0.4873 0.5044 0.5088 0.5407 0.5578 0.5643 0.5728 0.5804
DeepWalk 0.4107 0.4452 0.4677 0.4808 0.4930 0.5192 0.5251 0.5281 0.5241
GraRep 0.3521 0.4290 0.4780 0.5082 0.5277 0.5436 0.5595 0.5665 0.5748
LINE 0.4253 0.4652 0.4734 0.4793 0.4921 0.5331 0.5515 0.5534 0.5557
SpetralClustering 0.3540 0.4358 0.4791 0.5085 0.5338 0.5525 0.5692 0.5711 0.5770
Table 4: Results on Cora
Measure Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Micro-F1
Diffusion 0.6554 0.7476 0.7695 0.7784 0.7854 0.7934 0.8018 0.8110 0.8128
DeepWalk 0.6886 0.7243 0.7459 0.7600 0.7684 0.7675 0.7817 0.8059 0.8084
GraRep 0.5217 0.6023 0.6497 0.6841 0.7086 0.7288 0.7415 0.7418 0.7413
LINE 0.6763 0.7120 0.7452 0.7501 0.7673 0.7699 0.7732 0.7767 0.7780
SpetralClustering 0.5218 0.6101 0.6585 0.6862 0.7058 0.7164 0.7271 0.7335 0.7417
Macro-F1
Diffusion 0.6270 0.7338 0.7510 0.7659 0.7668 0.7775 0.7954 0.8012 0.8086
DeepWalk 0.6683 0.7085 0.7302 0.7447 0.7536 0.7686 0.7718 0.7962 0.7996
GraRep 0.4647 0.5765 0.6349 0.6712 0.6981 0.7219 0.7333 0.7361 0.7370
LINE 0.6579 0.6840 0.7162 0.7262 0.7293 0.7368 0.7494 0.7503 0.7506
SpetralClustering 0.4643 0.5869 0.6452 0.6768 0.6975 0.7082 0.7166 0.7254 0.7423
we randomly sample a portion of nodes as the training set and the
rest nodes as testing set. The portion is varied from 10% to 90%.
In order to facilitate the comparison, the embedding dimension
are set to be d = 128 for our method and baseline models. The
low-dimensional results of all embedding models are trained with
one-vs-rest logistic regression provided in [9]. After obtaining the
embeddings of all models, we run the supervised training procedure
ten times and calculate the average performance in terms of both
Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 for each model. Here, Macro-F1 is a metric
which gives weight to each class, and Micro-F1 is a metric which
gives weight to each instance.
In our model, in order to grasp the network structure more
precisely, all vertices in a network are treated as seeds. Specially,
for each vertex, we start the diffusion τ times to enrich the training
cascades.
For Deepwalk, we set the window size as 10, number of walks for
each node as 40, walk length as 40. For GraRep, the maximum matrix
transition step kmax is set as 4.
4.3.1 Wiki. From the results reported in Table 2, we can see
that our method outperforms the baseline models when training
rate is higher than 30% in both Micro-F1 and Macro-F1. Moreover,
The performance gain of diffusion based embedding in Micro-F1 is
more prominent.
4.3.2 Citeseer. As indicated in Table 3, our method outperforms
other baseline models in Macro-F1 score and Micro-F1 score except
when training rate is 70%. Moreover, our method achieves stable
results when varying the percentage of labeled nodes. Although
LINE and DeepWalk also have good results when training rate
is less then 30%, the proposed method has significant advantages
when training rate exceed 80%.
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(a) Wiki, T c = 10(Tw = 10), τ = 1(γ = 1)
(b) Cora, T c = 10(Tw = 10), τ = 1(γ = 1)
(c) Citeseer, T c = 10(Tw = 10), τ = 1(γ = 1)
Figure 2: An extreme example when the number of sam-
plings on each node is 1.
(a) Cora, T c = 40(Tw = 40)
(b) Citeseer, T c = 40(Tw = 40)
Figure 3: The comparison results of DeepWalk andDiffusion
when varying the number of samplings for each node.
Figure 4: The classification performances on Citerseer with
different representation sizes of the learned representations:
T c = 10,τ = 1
Figure 5: The classification results in highly biased DBLP
network
4.3.3 Cora. We observe from Table 4 that our method achieves
better performance in bothMacro-F1 andMicro-F1 measures except
in 10% of training samples. The diffusion embedding perform espe-
cially well when training rate locates between 20% to 70% where
Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores are at least 1% higher than baseline
models.
4.4 A Case Study in DBLP
In this subsection, we launch a case study on DBLP data to verify
the robustness of our method in the highly biased network. The
overall connections of a biased network are very sparse except in
a few high-degree nodes. The exceptional nodes are considered
as important nodes which have much more neighbors than other
nodes. The random walk in graph sampling [10] is easily biased to-
wards high-degree nodes. In our experiment, we construct a biased
network of DBLP in which there are only a few high-degree nodes.
We compare the new proposed diffusion model with DeepWalk in
classification task to see whether the biased structure will affect
the performances.
The variations of Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 with the percentage of
labeled nodes are plotted in Figure 5. The results show that in highly
unbalanced network, the diffusion models is less affected by the
biased structure comparing with DeepWalk. It is probably because
that, by using more local information and global information, our
model can eliminate the impact of biased structures to some extent.
4.5 Parameters and Analysis
In this section, we compare our method mainly with DeepWalk to
analyze the parameter sensitivity of our model.
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As we demonstrate in the previous sections, the time windowT c
is the time length we choose to observe in the diffusion process, the
number of cascades τ for each node is related to the total amount
of training corpus. Since an cascade without timestamps is much
similar to random walk sequence, we bridge the correspondence
of T c and τ with the walk length Tw and the number of walks for
each node γ in DeepWalk respectively.
Stochastic methods need plenty of instances to simulate the
true distribution. Consequently, they are more easily suffered in
performance from insufficient training samples. As in network
embedding, the graph sampling methods are highly depending on
the number of samplings since more sequences are more likely to
detect the true structures of the network.
At the very beginning, we consider an extreme case in which
the number of cascades(walks) for each node is 1 and the time
window(walk length) is 10. We plot the Macro-F1 and Micro-F1
for all three datasets. As illustrate in Figure 2, our model achieves
better performances than DeepWalk. Even with scanty number of
cascades, the diffusion based embedding is also capable to detect
valid network structures. One explanation of this phenomenon is
that methods such as DeepWalk focus on local structure detection
and therefor requires repeated sampling on each vertex to guaranty
the network structures could be captured adequately. However, the
diffusion based model considers global information in the proce-
dure of sampling and inference and therefore is more robust to the
sampling numbers in each vertex.
In the second case, the time window(walk length) is set to be 40,
and the number of cascades(walks) for each node is varied from 1
up to 80. We record the Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 in Cora dataset and
Citeseer dataset when training set ratio is fixed as 0.8. The Figure
3 show that our model is better performed than DeepWalk and
achieves more stable performance when the number of cascades is
larger than 10.
Finally, we plot the performances in Citeseer by varying the
dimensions of the learned representations. We choose the sampling
ratio (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9) as examples to report the classification re-
sults. As shown in Figure 4, the results improves significantly when
dimensions is less than 128 and become stable afterwards.
5 CONCLUSION
Weproposed a new embeddingmethod to learn the low dimensional
representations of network nodes. A revised samplingmethod based
on diffusion theory is proposed to capture the network structures.
The proposed method overcomes the disadvantages of traditional
random walk based methods from two aspects. First, our model
is less sensitive to sampling frequency on each node. Second, our
method is more robust to unbalanced network structures. Experi-
ments on the node classification task verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of our method in capturing network structures. Future
work can be focused on large-scale cascades data in the context of
dynamic network embedding.
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